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Practical Web Scraping for Data Science: Best Practices and Examples with PythonApress, 2018

	
		This book provides a complete and modern guide to web scraping, using Python as the programming language, without glossing over important details or best practices. Written with a data science audience in mind, the book explores both scraping and the larger context of web technologies in which it operates, to ensure full...
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Instant PHP Web ScrapingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the basic techniques of web scraping using PHP


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Build a re-usable scraping class to expand on for future projects
	
		Scrape, parse, and save data from any...
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Learning ScrapyPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Extract data from any source to perform real time analytics.
	
		Full of techniques and examples to help you crawl websites and extract data within hours.
	
		A hands-on guide to web scraping and crawling with real-life problems and solutions



	Book Description
...
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Access Database Design & Programming (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	From an Access standpoint, this book is chock full of goodies. From the point of view of a ColdFusion developer, I would say this much: if forced to choose between this book and the previous, the Cookbook, I would probably go Cookbook. But, as I mentioned in the previous review, if you work with both Access on the desktop and on the web,...
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Bad Data Handbook: Cleaning Up The Data So You Can Get Back To WorkO'Reilly, 2012

	
		What is bad data? Some people consider it a technical phenomenon, like missing values or malformed records, but bad data includes a lot more. In this handbook, data expert Q. Ethan McCallum has gathered 19 colleagues from every corner of the data arena to reveal how they’ve recovered from nasty data problems.

	
		From...
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Learning R ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Explore the R language from basic types and data structures to advanced topics
	
		Learn how to tackle programming problems and explore both functional and object-oriented programming techniques
	
		Learn how to address the core problems of programming in R and leverage the most popular...
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Applied Deep Learning with Python: Use scikit-learn, TensorFlow, and Keras to create intelligent systems and machine learning solutionsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide to deep learning that's filled with intuitive explanations and engaging practical examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Designed to iteratively develop the skills of Python users who don't have a data science background
	
			Covers the key foundational concepts...
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